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Litigating Domestic Violence-Based Persecution 
Claims Following Maner n.f A-8-

This memorandum provides guidance to U.S. lmmi!ration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) 
attomeys litigatin~; asylum and statutory withholding of removal claims in the wake of the 
Attorney General's (AG' s) recent precedent decision in Matter o(A-8-. 27 J&N Dec. 316 (A.G. 
2018).1 

Background 

On June I I, 2018, the AG issued a precedent decision in A -8-, 27 I&N Dec. 316, a protection 
law case that he had certitied to himself from the Board of Immigration Appeals (BIA}. &t 
Maue,. ofA-8-. 27 1&:\ Deo:c. 227 (A.G. 2018). The AG had invited the parties and interested 
amici curiae to submit briefs addressin& whether, and under what circumstances, being a victim 
of private criminal activity constitutes a cognizable particular social group for purposes of 
applications for asylum and statutory withholding of removal. 27 l&N Dec. at 317. 

Of primary importance. the AG overruled the BIA ·s precedent decision in Mauer of A-R-C-G-, 
26 l&N Dec. 388 (BIA 2014 ). on which the BIA had relied in finding A-B- eligible for asylum. 
In A-R-C-G-, the BIA had held that, under the circumstances presented in that case (and in light 
of several concessions by the parties on materiol issues), women who are victims of domestic 
violence potentially could qualify for asylum and statutory withholding. of removal basetl on 
particular social &roup status. In this regard, the BIA hnd found A-R-C-G-'s particular social 
group to be cognizable, i.e., "married women in Guatemala who are unable to leave their 
relationship." 26 l&N Dec. 388. In A-8·, the BIA concluded that A-B· 's particular social group, 
"El Salvadoran women who are unable to leave their domestic relationships where they have 

The mcmor3ndum issued by fonncr Principal Lcsal Advisor Peter Vincent, Updutttcl GJ1idmrcttfi11· Litifotlng 
l>uiWUtic: Jliolllnce-Bcuttcl l'~rsttcutimr Cl11i111t (May 3 I, 20 II), and any related guidance, i1 hereby superseded 
to !.he extent inconsistent herewith. 
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children in common [with their partners]," was '1substantially similar'' to the group at issue in A
R-C-G- and was, thus, cognizable. 27 I&N Dec. at 321 (internal quotation marks omitted). 

The AG found that, in analyzing the particular social group at issue in A-R-C-G-, the BIA had 
improperly relied upon the parties' stipulations and failed to correctly apply the legal standards 
set forth in MattcrofM-E-V-G, 26l&N Dec. 227 (BIA 2014), and Matter ofW-G-R-, 261&N 
Dec. 208 (BIA 2014), i.e., that a cognizable particular social group is composed of members who 
share a common immutable characteristic, is defined with particularity, and is socially distinct 
within the society in question. A-8-, 27 I&N Dec. at 333-36. Because he overruled A-R-C-G-, 
the AG also found it necessary to vacate the BIA's decision in A-8-, given that the BIA's 
"cursory analysis" simply consisted of"general citation to A-R-C-G- and country condition 
reports." !d. at 340. 

In addition to discussing persecution claims based on domestic violence, the AG more broadly 
addressed persecution claims based on private criminal victimization, including gang violence. 
He opined that, "[g]enerally, claims by aliens pertaining to domestic violence or gang violence 
perpetrated by non-governmental actors will not qualify for asylum" or statutory withholding of 
removal. /d. at 320. The AG's position in this regard tracks existing BIA case law. For 
example, the AG emphasized that, to establish the requisite .. persecution" in the context of 
private criminality, an alien must establish that his or her government is unwilling or unable to 
control the perpetrator, which the AG explained to mean that an applicant must show more than 
that the government had "difficulty controlling" the private criminality; rather, the government 
must have either .. condoned" the criminality or "at least demonstrated a complete helplessness to 
protect the victims." /d. at 337 (internal citations, quotation marks, and punctuation omitted) . 

. The AG noted that, simply because a government has not acted on a reported crime, successfully 
investigated it, or punished the perpetrator, this does not necessarily establish an inability or 
unwillingness to control the crime any more than it would in the United States. Jd.; see also id. 
at 343-44 (concerning the difficulty of preventing and prosecuting domestic violence even in the 
United States). Rather, there may be many reasons for such. Id. at 337-38. 

Further, with respect to establishing the requisite nexus to a protected ground, such as particular 
social group membership, the AG stressed that, "(w]hen private actors inflict violence based on a 
personal relationship with a victim, the victim's membership in a larger group may well not be 
'one central reason'" for the persecution. /d. at 338-39. In this regard, the AG cited with 
approval to the BIA 's vacated precedent decision in Maller of R-A-, 22 I&N Dec. 906 (BIA 
1999) (en bane), vacated, 221&N Dec. 906 (A.G. 2001), remanded, 23 I&N Dec. 694 (A.G. 
2005), remanded and stay lifted, 24 I&N Dec. 629 (A.G. 2008),1 in which the BIA originally had 

OPLA attorneys may rely on R-A- as persuasive authority. The AG, the Board, and federal circuit courts have 
recognized the importance of R-A-'s analysis. See A-8-, 27l&N Dec. at 329 ("Despite its vacatur, both the 
Board and federal courts have continued to rely upon R-A-."); see also M-E-V-G-, 26 I&N Dec. at 23 I n.7 
(noting that R-A· 's "role in the progression of particulnr social group claims remains relevant"); Henriquez
Rivas v. Holder, 101 f-.3d I 081, I 090, n. I I (9th Cir. 20 I 3) (en bane) (observing that, although "R-A- was later 
vacated[,] .. . litigants and other courts have relied heavily upon its analysis"). OPLA anomeys should take 
care, however, not to misrepresent R-A- itself as a controlling, prccedential de<:ision, as the decision has been 
vacated. Cf Model Rules ofProfl Conduct R. 3.3 (201 6). OPLA anomcys seeking to rely upon R-A- should 
either cite to prccedential cases like A-8-, which approvingly cite to the portions of the analysis from R-A- upon 
which they seek to rely, or cite R-A- directly while noting that, although R-A- is not precedential, courts and the 
Board have continued to rely on its analysis. Sec A-8-, 27 l&N Dec. at 319 ("Despite the vacatur of R-A-, both 
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denied a domestic violence-based persecution c•aim due to, Inter alia, a failure to establish nexus 
to a protected ground. 

The AG otherwise emphasized that, in assessing asylum and statutory withholding of removal 
applications, including those premised on private criminal victimization, adjudicators must give 
due consideration to all of the other pertinent legal requirements and factors. For example, the 
AG stressed that adjudicators must consider, consistent with the appropriate regulatory 
assignment of the burden of proof, whether reasonable internal relocation is possible. A-B-, 27 
I&N Dec. at 344. Further, with respect to asylum, the AG reminded adjudicators of the "discrete 
requirement" of meriting a favorable exercise of discretion. /d. at 345 n.l2. 

Finally, the AO found that, in adjudicating A-8-'s appeal from the immigrationjudge•s (IJ) 
denial of her applications for protection, the BIA had failed to give sufficient deference to 
various factual findings of the U under the "clear error'' standard of review, including with 
respect to credibility, state protection, and nexus. ld. at 340-44. Accordingly, the AG vacated 
the BIA 's decision in A-8-'s case and remanded to the IJ for further proceedings consistent with 
his opinion. /d. at 346. 

Discussion 

In A-B-. the AO overruled A-R-C-G-, and provided substantial guidance to the BIA and Us 
regarding various general requirements for asylum. The AG noted that "[g]enerally, claims by 
aliens pertaining to domestic violence or gang violence perpetrated by non-governmental actors 
will not qualify for asylum.'' Jd at 320. However, aJthough the AG overruled A-R-C-G-. he did 
not conclude that particular social groups based on status as a victim of private violence could 
never be cognizable, or that applicants could never qualify for asylum or statutory withholding of 
removal based on domestic violence. In addition to overruling .A-R-C-G-. the AG mandated that 
Us and the B lA assess protection applications in a fulsome way that covers all pertinent 
requirements. The AG reiterated the principle that an applicant for asylum has the burden to 
establish eligibility for asylum, and that he or she "must present facts that undergird each of the(] 
elements .. required for relief to be granted. /d. at 340. Accordingly, OPLA attorneys should 
ensure that IJs and the BIA rigorously analyze each claim such that protection is only granted 
where the alien has met his or her burden with respect to each and every clement Jd. 

Domestic Violence-Based Particular Social GrQup Claims Post A-B-

Private criminal victimization per se (including domestic violence), even when widespread in 
nature, is insufficient to establish cligibi lity for asylum or statutory withholding of removal. &e, 
e.g., A-B-, 27 I&.N Dec. at 320 (noting that "(t]he mere fact that a country may have problems 
effectively policing certain crimes-such as domestic violence or gang violence--<>r that certain 
populations are more likely to be victims of crime, cannot itself establish an asylum claim"'); 
M-E-V-G-. 261&N Dec. at 235 (observing that, as a general matter, "asylum and refugee laws do 
not protect people from general conditions of strife, such as crime and other societal afflictions"). 

the Board end the federal courts have continued to uut its analysis as persuasive."}. OPLA aaomcys must 
exercise care 10 ensure that whalever approach they take is consistent with the contemporary stile of the law in 
their relevant jurisdiction. 
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~e generally Maner of Mogharrabi, 19 I&N Dec. 439, 447 (BIA 1987) (noting that "aliens 
fearing retribution over purely personal matters, or aliens fleeing general conditi~ns of~iolence 
and upheaval in their countries, would not qualify for asylum"). The overwhelmmg we1ght of 
federal circuit court case law holds the same.1 

Additionally. the alien must establish that he or she is a member of a cognizable particular S<X:ial 
group, considering conditions in the country of origin and the facts as they relate to the applicant 
Consistent with A-B-, however, aliens must establish that any particular social group is 
composed of members who share a common immutable characteristic, is defined with 
particularity, and is socially distinct based on the evidence in a particular case and the society in 
question. Office of the Principal Legal Advisor (OPLA) attorneys should ensure that any 
proffered particular social group is appropriately tested under the .. rigorous analysis required by 
the Board's precedents." 27 I&N Dec. at 319. 

In A-B-, the AG held that a particular social gro'up must "exist independently" of the harm 
asserted in an application for asylum or statutory withholding of removal. /d. at334-35.4 

Further, the AG indicated that, under the circumstances present in Matter of A.-R-C-G-, the 
particular social group formulation in that case-"married women in Guatemala who arc unable 
to leave their relationship"-was impermissibly defined because the inability to leave was 
created by harm or threatened harm. Jd. at 335-36. Such a formulation would generally not 
share a " 'narrowing characteristic other than their risk of being persecuted."' /d. (quoting 
Rruhpja v. Gonzales, 420 F.3d 551, 556 (6th Cir. 2005)). As explained by the AG, in Malter of 
A.-R-C-G- the Board "never considered" whether the proposed particular social group met this 
requirement. Jd. Of course, while some particular social group fonnulations may be more 
overtly defined in whole or part by the hann at issue, e.g .• "women who are victims of domestic 

S.e. e.g., Soso-Peru v. S.uions, 184 F.3d 74, 11 (1st Cir. 2018) (observing that the attacks on the alien wac 
not shown to be on account of a protected ground but rather a .. series ofhi&hly unfortunate criminal illcidents 
ocx:urring within a cullure of widespread societal violence" (quotation marks omitted)); Zaldano-Murijar v. 
Lytteh,ll2 F.Jd 491, SOl (6th Cir. 20JS)("[W)idespread crime and violence does not itself<:ONtitute 
persecution on account or. protected ground .... "); Kanagu v. Holckr, 181 F.3d 912,911 (8th Cir. 2015) 
(notins that "the evidence primarily showed the extortionate focus of the Mun&iki's interactions with Kanaau 
and their record of widespread and indiscriminate criminality," and that ... reasonable fact finder couJd infer 
that the Munaiki lwassed and kidnapped Kanagu fo.r extonionate purposes" as opposed to puseeution on 
account ofa protected ground); Silva v. U.S. At(y Gen., 448F.3d 1229, 1242 (lith Cir. 2006)( .. We agree that 
Colombia i1 a pl~ee where the awful is ordinary, but we must state the obvious: if four out of every ten murders 
an: on account of a protected ground, six out often are not. The majority of the violence in Colombia is not 
related 10 protected .ctivity."); Singh v. INS, 134 F.ld 962, 967 (9th Cir. 1998) ("Mere generalized lawlessness 
and violence between diverse populations. of the sort wbich abounds in numerous countries and infticts misery 
upon millions of imocent people daily around the world, aeneraJty is not suffiCient to permit the Auomcy 
Oeneral to grant asylum to everyone who wishes to improve his or her life by moving to the United States 
without an immigration visa."). Set generally Falin v. INS, 12 F.3d 1233, 1240 (3d Cir. 1993) ('1T]he ~nupt 
of persecution does not encompass all treatment that our society reprds as unfair, unjust, or even unlawful or 
unconstitutional. lfpmecutlon were defined that expansively, a sianiflc:ant percentaae of the world's 
popullllion would qualify for asylum in this country-and it seems most unlikely that Conpess intended such a 
result.j. 

This rule, however, allows for the unique possibility, as recognized by the Board in M-£-Y-G-, that in some 
situations "[u]pon their maltreatment, [victims] would experience a sense of' poup.' and soc:iecy would discern 
that this group ofindividuals. who share a common immutable characteristic, is distinct in some sianifiCIIIl 
way." 26l&N Dec. at243. 
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abuse," etc., other particular social group formulations may be more subtly or less clearly 
defined in whole or in part by the harm at issue. s Whether a proposed particular social group 
exists independently of the hann asserted is a question that must be carefully analyzed on a case
by-case basis. 

The analysis of whether a particular social group is cognizable must always be case-by-case and 
society-specific. In addition, even in those cases where the record evidence may establish the 
cogni1.ability of a particular social group formulation, the applicant may not be able to establish 
all of the other requirements for asylum or statutory withholding of removal, such as the requisite 
nexus between the particular social group and the harm she suffered and/or feared. 

The AG did "not decide th3t violence inflicted by non-governmental actors may never serve as 
the basis for an asylum or withholding application based on membership inn particular social 
group." A-B-, 27 l&N Dec. at 320. Particular social groups premised on domestic or gang 
violence, or premised on private criminal activity more generally, may not be recognized after A
B- unless those asylum claims survive the "rigorous analysis required by the Board's 
precedents." /d. at 319. When analyzing whether a proffered particular social group is 
cognizable, the key issue for OPLA attorneys is to look at each proposed group on a case-by
case basis and under the facts presented in a given case, and to subject it to the rigorous scrutiny 
required by A-B-and other precedents. 

Promoting Detailed and Rigorous Analysis 

Much of the AG's decision in A-B· was dedicated to reminding adjudicators that they must 
rigorously analyze claims to ensure that each required element is satisfied by the applicant. The 
burden of proof is firmly on applicants for asylum and statutory withholding of removal, not only 
with respect to establishing the cognizability of their putative particular social groups, but with 
respect to all other requirements as well, including credibility, "persecution," nexus, internal 
relocation (consistent with the appropriate regulatory burden of proof), etc. See Immigration and 
Nationality Act (INA)§§ 208(b)(I)(B)(i) (asylum), 241(b)(3)(C) (statutory withholding of 
removal) 

In terms of the cognizability of particular social groups, the AG has mandated a "detailed" and 
"rigorous" analysis in each individual case vis-a-vis the clarified requirements of common 
immutable characteristic, particularity, and social distinction set out in M-E-V-G- and W-G-R-. 
A-B-, 27 J&N Dec. at 332, 340. Particular social group analysis is a case-specific and society
specific exercise. Simply because a putative particular social group may be found cognizable in 
one case and as to one society, does not mean that a similar particular social group formulation 

Where a case involves a prose applicant who raises a par1icular social group formulation that is clearly based 
on the harm suffered and/or feared, it is a best practice for an OPLA attorney to advise the IJ of this problem as 
early in proceedings as possible. (OPLA anomeys, of course, should not be providing legal advice to 
applicants.) Though adversarial, a "cooperative approach" in Immigration Cour1 should not be eschewed. See 
MatterofS-MJ-, 211&N Dec. 722,724 (DIA 1997). Then, as the IJ sees fit, the /Jean explain the situation to 
the applicant and provide her with an oppor1unity to revise her formulation. Such practice may ultimately help 
any agency decision denying asylum and statutory withholding of removal withstand judicial scrutiny. 
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automatically will be cognizable in other cases and as to other societies. See. e.g., M-E-V-G-, 26 
I&N Dec. at 241. See generally Pirlr-Boc v. Holder, 150 F.3d 1077, 1083-84 (9th Cir. 2014) 
("[nhe BIA may not reject a group solely because it had previously found a similar group in a 
different society to lack social distinction or particularity, especially where, as here, it is 
presented with evidence showing that the proposed group may in fact be recognized by the 
relevant society." (footnote omitted)). Indeed, even within the same society, material conditions 
may change over time. 

Given that A-R-C-G- has now been ovenuled, with the AG mandating more fulsome analysis of 
the requirements for cognizable particular socia I group status in future cases, OPLA attorneys 
can expect to see an increase of voluminous, pre-packaged country/society-specifiC materials 
bearing on these requirements. To the extent that on OPLA attorney uncovers deficiencies in 
such materials, or Department of State reports or similarly available country condition evidence 
undercut such materials, this information should be submitted, as well as shared with other 
OPLA field offices. The Immigration Law and Practice Division's (ILPD) SharePoint 
Discussion Board is one platform for sharing such information. Additionally, OPLA attorneys 
should appropriately challenge and cross-examine aliens' witnesses, including expert witnesses. 6 

In addition, in terms of application materials concerning the prevalence of private criminal 
activity in a given country-whether in the fonn of domestic violence, gang violence, or 
otherwise-«eep in mind that the BIA has observed that "a purely statistical showing" of who is 
being harmed "is not by itself sufficient proof of the existence of a persecuted group," and that 
.. [i)t is not enough to simply identify the common characteristics of a statistical grouping of a 
portion of the population at risk." MalterofSanchez & Escobar, 19l&N Dec. 276,285 (BIA 
1985}, affd sub nom. Sanchez-Trujillo v. INS, 80 I F.2d I 571 (9th Cir. 1986); see also M-E-Y-G-, 
26 I&N Dec. at 250-S I (while eschewing any "blanket rejection of all factual scenarios involving 
gangs," observing that "gangs may target one segment of the population for recruitment, another 
for extortion, and yet others for kidnapping. trafficking in drugs and people, and other crimes," 
and that although "certain segments of a population may be more susceptible to one type of 
criminal activity than another, the residents all generally suffer from the gang's criminal efforts," 
and "not all societal problems are bases for asylumj. Indeed, even in the United States, as late as 
2000, almost I million women over the age of 12 had suffered some fonn of intimate-partner 
violence. See U.S. Dep't of Justice, Office of Justice Programs, Bureau of Justice Statistics, 
Intimate Partner Violence: Attributes of Victimization. 1993-2011 (Nov. 2013) at app. tbl. 3. 
Further, even in this country, a significant portion of violent crimes are never resolved. See John 
Gramlich, Most violent and property crimes in the U.S. go unsolved, Pew Research Center (Mar. 
I, 2017) (citing official U.S. Government statistics). 

While A-R-C-G- has now been overruled, existing circuit court case Jaw distinguishing A-R-C-G
still may prove useful in any given case. for example, some circuit court decisions distinguished 
A-R-C-G- because the subject alien was never in a domestic relationship with her alleged abuser. 
See CardoM v. Sessions, 848 F.3d 519 (I st Cir. 201 7). Others distinguished A-R-C-G- because 

' Se•. •.g., MaJt•r of D-R-, 2S lclN Dec. 445, 45~ (BIA 201 I) (discussion of expert witnesses). 
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. . Fi 1 -Erazo v Sessions, 848 F.3d 
ofthe subject alien's abil~ty t? leave thhe8~~a~o3";~1:j :~ c~:.n2~6).7 · 
&47 (8th Cir. 2017); Mankas1 v. Lync , · 

. I be sufficient to sustain her burden of proof, 
finally, the testimony of the applicant a one m~y 

0 
. "credible "(ii) is "persuasive," and 

only if she satisfies the adjudicata~ that her testimony: I IS Jic~t is a refugee." INA §§ 
C ') "refers to specific facts sufficient to demonstrate that the app he an 
2~~b)(I)(B)(ii) (asylum); 24J(b)(3~(C) ~statut?ry wit!'~?l:ng ~rre:,~::~ .. E~:~ud~cator can 
adjudicator detennines that the applicant s .testlm~ny IS o erwhlse c r can; establishes that she 
require the applicant to produce corroborating ev1dence unless t e 8PP 1 f . t 

bl bta' ·1 • Jd In the context o pnva e does not have the evidence and cannot reasona Y 0 10 1 · · h ld h detailed 
criminal victimization due to domestic violence, an ap~ll~nt presumably 5 fi 0.~ ave asonably 
knowledge of her abuser. The applicant's knowledge m th1s regard, or h~r 81 ~re tore asivc 
explain the lack thereof, is relevant to whether the applicant's ~~timony 1•5 ~rcdJbl~, pc~d hel~ 
and sufficiently detailed to satisfy her burden of proof. In addJtJOn, such maonnat1on cou . 
to better identify persecutors should they ever attempt to enter the United States or O~ISC 
gain immigration benefits while present herc.9 Moreover, the applicant's current domestiC 

8och Marlkasi and Fwfllu-Erazo reinforce the point that a domestic relationship is not necessarily an. . 
immutable trait. OHS recognizes that an applicant's ability, per se, to obtain a legal diwrc:e or ~Jf 
kplly married-end leave her country for the United States does not aulomaJfcai!JI mean that her.do~K: 
relationship is mutable. Her former husband may not recognize the legal t~~~~ ~ftbeir relltioaship, the 
authorities may not enforce il, and the only way she may be free of the relatiOnship ts, m fact. to leav! ~ 
country (as opposed to kavina her husband to reside In another JWt of her country). However, the abthty to 
obtain a divorce or separation and to leave her country are relevant considerations as to whether that 
relltionship is mumble. and serve as Str'Onl evidence of the viability of internal relocation. In this reprd, it 
would be imponant for an adjudicator to consider wfldher the applicant Ktually sought the help of the 
authorities to enforce the lepltennination ofhet relationship, and their response. In addition. an tpplicant's 
ability to marshal support and resources to traveiiO the United States has a weighty bearing on whether she 
could have availed herself of those same support networks and resources to reasonably internally rdocate 
within her own country, as opposed 10 invoicing the need for international protection-and. if noa. why not. S.e 
pneraii)ISilva v. Ashcrojl, 394 F.3d I, 1 (1st Cir. 200S) (noting that"ifa potentially troublesome state of 
a traits is suffJCiendy loc:alimd, an alien can avoid persecution by tbe simple expedient of relocating within his 
own country instead offleein& to foreign soil"). 

See Maltcrof/,A-C-, 26 JclN Dec. 516 (BIA 201S). OPLA anomeys practicins in the jurisdiction of the Ninth 
Circuit should be mindful of Ren v. Holder, 641 f .Jd 1079 (9th Cir. 2011), which requires tbat, where an JJ 
concJudcs that oonoborative evidence is necessary 10 suppon credible testimony, the allen must be given notice 
and an opportunity 10 obtain and submit the corroborative evidence or explain his or her failure to do so . 

Accordinaly, when such information is not provided, OPLA attorneys should consider questioning the applicant 
about !he putative persecutor, such as: (i) full name, date of birth, and place of birth; (ii) full names of parents 
and siblings; (iii) 1151 known address; (iv) last known telephone number (if any); (v) physical c:harKteriscics 
(e.J., race, heiJht, weisht. hair color, eye color, prominent scars or tattoos); (vi) copia ofpholographs (if any); 
(vii) name and location of last known employer or, if self-employed, name and location of business; (viii) any 
known criminal record, with approximate dates; (ix) any known military service, with approximate daces; (x) 
any known violent or otherwise abusive behavior low.rds other persons, and the identity of such victims; (xi) 
any known visits lo the United States. with approximate dates; (xii) lhe most recent infonnation u to heaJ1h; 
(~iii) the .rno.st recent infonnation. as lo any ~itional ~omestic or intimate relationships: and (xiv) any and all 
du'IICt or indtn:ct contact the appbcant may have had With, or infonnation received about, the putative 
pe~u~ following the applicant's ~val in the United States. While not all such information m..y necessarily 
be Wlthm the knowledge of any spec1flc applicant, suc'h does not mean that she should not be asked in the first 
instance, and to provide a reasonable explanation as to why she caooot provide specific information. 
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and/or intimate relationships also may have a bearing on her asylum and statutory withholding of 
removal applications. 10 

Pending Cases Where JJ Granted Asylum/Statutory Withholding Relying on A-R-C-G-

In a case where the IJ granted asylum and/or statutory withholding of removal relying on A-R-C
G-, DHS appealed, and the case currently remains pending before the BIA, OPLA field office 
should determine on a case-by-case basis whether to file a supplemental brief, along with a 
motion to accept the same, making new arguments based upon the AG's decision in A-B-. 27 
l&N Dec. 3 I 6. See generally BIA Practice Manual Ch. 4.6(g)(ii) (rev. Mar. 23, 20 I 8), 
https://www. justice.gov/s ites/defau lt/fi les/pages/attachments/20 l8/03/23/practicemanualfy20 18. 
pdf#page=S9. The value of filing such a supplemental brief would be dependent, for example, 
on the importance of the individual case, the available resources of the OPLA field office, 
whether the 1J provided a fulsome factual and legal analysis as opposed to simply summarily 
relying on A-R-C-G-, whether additional factfinding might be necessary, and the need to make : 
nuanced arguments with respect to the application of A-B-. In the absence of such factors, 
however, it generally will not be necessary to file a "Statement ofNew Legal Authorities" 
simply citing to the AG's decision in A-B-. See BJA Practice Manual Ch. 4.6(g)(i), supra. The 
BJA wilt be fully aware of the decision. 

"Gender Alone" Particular Social Groups 

Given that A-R-C-G- has now been overruled, it is expected that DHS and the Executive Office 
for Immigration Review will be forced to address the issue of"gender alone"-based particular 
social group claims, e.g., "women of Country X." OPLA attorneys should not take a position on 
the cognizability of such "gender alone" formulations until further guidance is disseminated or 
without consulting with lLPD. 

Matter of L-E-A-

Finally, while it is apparent that the AG has cast doubt on the viability of Matter of L-E-A-, 27 
I&N Dec. 40 (BIA 20 17), in which the BIA held that some particular social groups based on 

10 When such information is not provided, OPLA attorneys should consider questioning the applicant about: (i) 
her own current domestic or intimate relationships, if any; (ii) any children born in the United States (along with 
pertinent birth certificates); and {iii) whether she or her children, if any, have traveled abroad to a place where 
the putative persecutor could contact them since their arrival in the United States. It is important that inquiries 
into an applicant 's current domestic or intimate relationships be conducted with due care and appropriate 
sensitivity. The legitimate purpose of such an inquiry is to develop the record with material information to 
better assist the adjudicator in making a fully informed decision. For example, the existence of a new domestic 
or intimate relationship may be pertinent to the putative persecutor's perception of his relationship with the 
applicant or to the putative persecutor's inclination to harm the applicant, whether negatively or positively. 
Additionally, if the applicant has a current domestic or intimate relationship, espedally one that is legally 
recognized in the country of alleged persecution, this may be pertinent to issues of internal relocation and state 
protection in that country. 

For lnternnl OPLA llse Only- Attorney Work Produrt 
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family membership may be cognizable, 11 the AG did not overrule that precedent.. noting that it 
was beyond the scope of his opinion. See A-B-, 271&.N Dec. at333 n.8. Accordmgly, unless 
and until there is a controlling ruling to the contrary, L-E-A- remains binding precedenL 
However, as discussed above, such claims should be rigorously tested and analyzed. 

Questions 

OPLA attorneys should address any questions they have about this memorandum. or the AG's 
ruling inA-B- in general, to ILPD via the pertinent ILPD-E or ILPD-W mailbox. 

No Private Rights Created: This memorandum, which contains privileged aJtornq work 
product, is intended to provide internal guidance to ICE personnel and should not be released 
outsitk tltt agency without prior written auJhorizatlon from the Office of the Principal Legal 
Advisor. This memorandum, which may be superseded or modified at any time with or without 
notice, does not, is not intended to, shall not be construed to, and may not be relied upon to, 
create any rights, substantive or procedural, enforceable at law by any person in any matter, 
administrative, criminal, or civil. 

11 

Recall that in L-E·A·, the BlA found that an .. immediate fwnily" may constitute a c::opiz.lble · 1ar ial 
poup. 27 IAN Dec. at 42. It ca~aioned, however, that the inquiry is a case-by-cue and fact=." de socrdeat 
on ~ nal\lre and dqree of lhe relationships involved and how those relationships are ed the~· 
=il:~.at 42-43. Simply insertina "family" into a partiQIIar social group fonnulr doe:s bynot CS:.7: m 


